PILLOW MENU

Let‘s have a

PILLOW TALK
We care about your sleeping experience. To ensure that you get a good night’s sleep,
we are pleased to offer you a selection of pillows to match your personal pillow comfort.

MÜHLDORFER „CLASSIC“
60x80 cm

A fluffy pillow filled with down and feather.

MÜHLDORFER DOWN
SPECIAL “COMPARTMENT
PILLOW“
60x80 cm

A chamber pillow. The firm inner chamber is filled with pure white
feather, both outer chambers are filled with nice and soft down.
You cannot feel the feather, because the inner chamber is closed
stitched. It offers good neck support, while it is soft and cosy.
A pillow mostly preferred by men.

MÜHLDORFER NECK
SUPPORTING FOAM
40x60 cm

The men neck supporting pillow provides optimum pressure relief
and relieves tension in the neck area with its
orthopedic-ergonomic shape.

SPELT
40x60 cm

The spelt filled pillow is breathable, creating soothing natural
sounds with a calming effect to help you get asleep. Good for
relaxing, but not for sleeping on it.

CHERRY STONE
40x60 cm

Relaxing pillow, filled with cherry stones. It can be heated and used
as treatment against stomach or neck pains. This pillow is not
recommended for sleeping.

NON ALLERGY BOLSTER
‘IMPRIMA“
15x50 cm

Neck roll can be used when reading in bed to put behind neck or
just for relaxing. It is not recommended for sleeping pillow use,
as it is too firm. Filled with fiber ball.

CORK
40x60 cm

A flexible pillow. Suitable for guests who have more head
sweating. Good for relaxing and neck support.

SWISS PINE
40x60 cm

The Swiss Pine Pillow guarantees a restful sleep thanks to the
filling of fine wood shavings from the swiss pine tree, that grows
only in the Swiss Alps in Graubünden.

WE WISH YOU LALA SALAMA …GOOD NIGHT IN SWAHILI
Please dial 200 to have the pillow of your choice delivered to your room.

